Horse
n Intermediate
The horse is the most beautiful of man's

I. Fold in the

sides of a preliminary

base (see p. 5).

conquests-as

every equestrian will agree.

To make this horse stand on its hind legs,
all you need to do is fold the points again
and find the balance point.

2.

Cut along the heavy line only as far
as the folded edge, then unfold.

..•

3. Fold

down the points on both
sides. front and back.

4. Sink the

base after prefolding (I)

(see p. 6). Fold the sides along the
existing creases (2).

Origami Paper Animals
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6. To

7. Open
make the mane.

and make a pleat
fold to create

cut a point through
all thicknesses; for

I
8. Stand

nostrils.

Mark the position of the head as the
dotted line indicates and precrease the tail:

the ears up (I)

before refolding the head

the ears. cut a curve

5.

I

the head

with a reverse fold (2).

through all
thicknesses.

one fold at right angles and a second fold
dividing the resulting angle in half.

9. Make

a reverse fold to

I O. Like this.

1 I.

form the mouth.

I 2.

Open the point to
form the back. then

form the tail.

push down inside the
folds on each side.

14. Open to the outside.

Make a pleat fold
to the inside to

I 5.

Narrow

the base of the

tail and shape the tip with
a reverse fold.

13. Make a reverse
fold.

16.

For a trotting

horse. make a

reverse fold on one front leg and
on the opposite

rear leg. Tip the

head forward with a crimp fold on
each side. To finish. give it a little
volume.

